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Here P is a linear partial differential operator with constant coefficients and a is a function in L,(Q). We check these conditions for elliptic, parabolic, and hyperbolic equations of second order and give applications to inverse problems for related equations where a is to be found. Recently, J. Sylvester and G. Uhlmann [ 111 proved uniqueness of so-called conductivity coefficient of a second order elliptic equation with the given Neumann-to Dirichlet map. In fact they reduced this inverse problem to the problem of completeness of products of solutions of the Schriidinger equation and they proved completeness by constructing perturbed complex exponential solutions suggested by A. Calderon in 1980. First they considered smooth coefficients and then they and A. Nachman [9] reduced the regularity assumption to C','. The problem of recovering a conductivity from many boundary measurements was first considered by R. Kohn and M. Vogelius [S] in the analytic case. G. Alessandrini [l] and Sylvester and Uhlmann [12] also gave stability estimates and in the paper of Nachman [8] constructive algorithms and applications to the inverse problem of scattering theory were obtained. The author [4] obtained uniqueness results for piecewise smooth conductivity coefficient 1 + x(D) b where x(D) is the characteristic function of an unknown domain D and b is an unknown function. In the Sylvester-Uhlmann proof a study of an elliptic differential operator with constant coefficients and a (large) complex parameter is crucial. In this paper we suggest the use of well-known regular fundamental solutions for such equations; it simplifies proofs and 305 0022-0396191 $3.00
Copyright 0 1991 by Academia Press, Ins. All rights of reproductm I" any form reserved enables us to consider higher order elliptic equations and second order parabolic and hyperbolic equations with lower order terms with variable 'coeffkients. We give related applications to identification problems for such equations when a natural analog of the Neumann-to-Dirichlet map is given.
Notation: a = (cq) . ..) ~1,) is a multiindex with natural components, a, = (a/ax,y . . . (a/ax )a" p = ( -p p > r = (51, *.., <,), 5" = gg . .'& P(D) is a linear differential operator with constant coefficients and P(5) is its symbol, P'"'(r) = $P((), B(t) = (C, IP'"'(~)1'p2, II4 p (Q) = (jr2 14pPp.
COMPLETENESS OF PRODUCTS OF SOLUTIONS
Consider the partial differential equation There is positive number C such that for c(j) satisfying the condition (1.2)
we have In the proof we use the following results. This result is similar to Theorem 10.3.7 from Hormander's book [3] ; however, it does not follow directly from Theorem 10.3.7, so we deduce it from other results of [3] . Such P-independent estimates have been used by L. Nirenberg [lo] while studying uniqueness in the Cauchy problem for general differential equations.
Note that in [3] the following norm is used where k is certain weight function and 1;(t) is the Fourier transform of U. For p = co this norm is defined in a standard way.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. From Theorem 10.3.7 of [3] and from its proof it follows that for P there is a linear operator E with the property (1.4) such that the left side in (1. by Theorem 10.1.15 from [3] where M(t) is sup I&g +q)/p(q)l over PER". Due to the inequality (10.1.8) of [3] we have M(~)<(l+Cj<[)" with C depending only on m and n. Summing up we get the estimate (1.5).
The proof is complete. where IIwil12 (Sz) tends to zero as Ii(j)1 goes to infinity.
Proof. From Leibniz' formula we have
Letting u = exp(ic .x), u = 1 + w,, and using the relations P"'(D) u = P(')(c) exp( ii . x) we conclude that uj of the form (1.6) is a solution to (1.1) if
where we also used the relation Pj([( j)) = 0. Let E be the operator from Theorem 1. v is compactly supported; therefore its Fourier transform is an analytic function. As shown, this function is zero on Z,, and so it is zero on R". By the Fourier inversion formula we conclude that v is zero, which is a contradiction.
The proof is complete.
APPLICATIONS TO ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS
Consider the equations -Auj+ajuj=O, j= 1,2, is dense in L,(Q).
We give an application to an inverse problem for Eq. (2.2).
Suppose the boundary of L? is of class C4. It is well known (see, e.g., Morrey [7, p. 255 While studying coefficients identification problems for differential equation we however need a different family of solutions; that is why we consider the equations au,/at-Au,+a,u,=O, -av,jat -h, + a2v2 = 0 Let u2 be a solution to Eq. (3.2) near cl 52. Multiplying the both sides of Eq. (3.6) by v2, applying Green's formula to the domains w x (5, T) with cl w in 52' and positive r, and then approximating Q' by w and letting r tend to zero and using the boundary data (3.6) for u on aQ we obtain f au,v,=O a for any ur, u2 mentioned. From Corollary 2.2 it follows that a = 0, so a, = az.
The proof is complete. is dense in L1(Q).
We give an application to an inverse problem for hyperbolic equations. It is well known (see, e.g., Ladyzenskaja [6] ) that for any initial data h, E H"'(Q), h, E H(')(Q) and for Neumann data g, E H(')(aQ' x (0, T)) there is an unique solution uj' H"'(Q) to the initial boundary value problem aGjjat2 -Auj + aiui = 0 on52
Uj=h,, aujlat = h 1 on Q'x (0) aujlaiv = g, on au x (0, T) provided the natural compatibility condition aho/aN = g, on aB' x (0) is satisfied. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3 if we use Corollary 4.1 instead of Corollary 3.2.
